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WeiTronic operating comfort
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Ultramodern remote control

technology for your patio comfort
The WeiTronic operating comfort
allows you to control your weinor accessories with ease –
the practical weather sensors are activated

www.weinor.com

WeiTronic remote control operation

Operate your weinor accessories from
the comfort of a remote control
Maximum operating comfort – so easy, it’s child’s play

With the ready-programmed WeiTronic remote
control device, you can operate your awnings,
patio lighting or patio heating, for example,
all from the comfort of your favourite
chair. Just one WeiTronic remote control
unit is enough to operate up to five
different devices.
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All in one
At weinor, we not only stand for first-rate
awnings, conservatories and patio roofs but
also offer easy ways to control all of your
electronic components. As an all-in-one supplier,
all of our products fit together perfectly.

Numerous applications
for your comfort

Open and retract awnings
with ease
Open and retract your
awnings automatically. Without leaving the comfort of
your seat. Your WeiTronic remote control does it for you!

Sensitive to weather
With the WeiTronic handheld
remote control,
you can switch
the automatic
sun monitor
on and off
by remote
control.

Regulate and adjust the heat
at the touch of a button
Need to turn the heat down
a little? With the WeiTronic,
the patio heating Tempura
can be switched on and off
or even finely adjusted.

The perfect climate –
quick and easy

Regulate and dim the
lighting at the touch
of a button
With the WeiTronic remote
control system, you can
regulate your awning lights
or even the Light Bar Lux/
Design Lux to create the
right atmospheric lighting
for your patio. The lighting
can be dimmed to any level.

A conservatory should always
have the right climate. Using
your remote control, you can
operate the WeiTop DL roof
vents and the WeiTop DS
sliding roof window.
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WeiTronic handheld remote control and remote control receiver

Fully in tune with your
needs
Depending on what and how
many functions you want
to control, we offer a wide
range of ready-programmed
models for the WeiTronic
Remoto handheld remote
control.
This means that up to five
different receivers or groups
of receivers as well as the
automatic sun sensor on the
weather sensors can be
turned on and off.

Handheld remote controls and
remote control receivers
are all that you need
You can, of course, control your electronic accessories
from a fixed point if you would like to. With this in mind,
weinor offers the WeiTronic wall sensor Unitec-868 or
the WeiTronic AstroTec-868 remote control timer, both
of which can be wall-mounted. The remote control timer
can be used to precisely control the times when your
awnings or heating run, for example.
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The best quality for the highest demands
The quality of a weinor product can be seen in its
numerous well-thought-out details. As the motor has
been separated from the remote control receiver,
the system is especially service-friendly. Since you
transmit on a special frequency of 868.3 MHz, you can
be certain that no neighbouring frequencies will disrupt or jam the system. The maximum range of up to
100 metres in the open gives you a high degree of flexibility.

All in the name of good reception
How to control your electronic accessories

Pleasant warmth
Regulate and adjust the
heating system tempura
using the WeiTronic Combio868 HD.

Simple motor control
Use the WeiTronic Combio868 MA to switch conventional motors on and off,
such as the awning motor
or the motor for a sliding
roof window.

Remote control mains socket
The WeiTronic Combio-868 ST
remote control mains socket
allows you to operate any
electronic device.

Always a good climate
Operate the roof vents with
the WeiTronic Combio-868
LD-AN.

Easy installation

We recomment the combination of WeiTronic Combio868 HD and Design Bar.

Atmospheric lighting
Regulate and dim the weinor
light bars using the WeiTronic
Combio-868 LD-AB.

The all-in-on WeiTronic Combio868 MVL remote control receiver operates three devices
in one: motor, Valance Plus
valance and lighting. The allin-one WeiTronic Combio-868
ML remote control receiver
operates both motor and
lighting with just one set of
controls.
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WeiTronic handheld remote controls and sensors

Channel 3:
2nd awning
or 2nd
Tempura,
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Switch to manual
operation

WeiTronic Remoto 5M
handheld remote control
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Required function

Required handheld
remote controls

Required receivers

I. Open and retract an
awning

> Remoto 1

+ Combio-868 MA

II. Open and retract an
awning
+ sun/wind sensor

> Remoto 1M

+ Combio-868 MA

III. Open and retract an
awning
+ regulate and dim lighting
(e.g. on Opal Lux)

> Remoto 5

+ Combio-868 ML

IV. Open and retract an
awning
+ regulate and dim lighting
retract or extend
Valance Plus
+ regulate and adjust
heating system Tempura
+ sun and wind sensors

> Remoto 5M

+ Combio-868 MA

Required sensors

+ Aero-868 Solar

+ Combio-868 LD-AB
+ Combio-868 HD 1,5 kW

Sensero-868 AC 230 Plus

We reserve the right to make technical changes.

Twice the protection
The remote controlled sensors in the WeiTronic
range offer you and your awning the right
protection. Automatically open your awning
when the sun shines, and retract it in good
time when it rains or turns windy.

Sensors protect your awnings
and ensure that your awning opens or
retracts in keeping with the weather

Sun sensor
Even if you cannot see your
awning, you don’t want
your patio or consevatory to
bulid up heat. The WeiTronic
Lumero-868 automatically
opens the awning when the
sun shines.

Sun-wind sensor
The WeiTronic Aero-868
AC 230 opens the awning
automatically when the sun
shines and closes it when
it turns windy. The same
function can be performed
using the solar-powered
WeiTronic Aero-868 Solar.

Sun-wind-rain sensor
This innovative WeiTronic
Sensero-868 AC 230 also retracts your awning when its
starts to rain. In addition to
the light sensor, this device
has a flowmeter underneath,
and since it has no windmill,
is significantly slimmer than
previous models.

Product protection sensor
The WeiTronic Agido-868
retracts the folding arm
awning when vibrations or
other movements are detected, standard for folding
arm awnings.
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Rediscover your patio
 The Glasoase® from the
weinor world of terraces

Your dream patio

at any time of year

 weinor patio roofs
with VertiTex awning

No matter what you want to use your patio for,
weinor has the right product for you – awning,
patio roof, Glasoase® and conservatory
As an experienced specialist, your weinor dealer
will help you throughout the process, from
planning to completion. They will help make
your patio dreams come true and will support you with advice and help. That way
you stay on the safe side at all times.
 weinor conservatories

www.weinor.com

Important Informations:
For textile sun protection: Creases can form in the fabric
and when folding the awning cloth. That can lead to
the areas of the fold appearing darker when seen
against the light, particularly with light colours. Folds in
the fabric in the areas of the seam, border and panels
can be caused by multiple layers of fabric and different
diameters of rolled up fabric. The stresses in the fabric
caused by this can lead to rippling (e.g. waffle or fishbone shapes). This is normal to differing degrees with
nearly all awning fabrics. Creases and folds in the fabric
do not reduce the awning’s value or its suitability for
its purpose. Awnings and conservatory blinds are for
protection from the sun and should be rolled up in rain

and strong winds. Wet fabric creases more easily and
as far as possible should only be retracted after drying
out (please take care in strong winds and avoid the
formation of puddles). Depending on the colour of the
ordered frame we supply all small parts as well as crank
handles and drives for units with crank mechanisms in
black (similar to RAL 9005), white (similar to RAL 9016)
or grey (similar to weinor 7319).
For patio roof, Glasoase®, conservatory: contact a
qualified conservatory builder for information on the
causes of condensation and occasional cracking noises,
and on how to avoid these from the outset during
the planning stage.

We reserve the right to make technical changes. For technical reasons the colours may appear slightly different in print.

 weinor awnings
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Your dealer will be happy to advise you:

